
 

If you’ll leave your unpaid  municipal taxes・・・                   【英】 

☆「INTEREST」 will be added, 「Properties」 will be confiscated. 

Interest on overdue payments/delay in payment : 

If you will not pay the city taxes before the due date given they will add the interest for delay unpaid 

taxes, the reason for adding interest is to have fairness for those tax payers who are paying there taxes 

before the final date of payment. 

How they calculate the interest : 

①They will add the interest after 1 month of the date given for payment. Basic computation.  

②The computation is 14.6% will be added after the due date. Exceed for 1month. 

※NOTE 1 If the interest below 1000 yen they will omit the fraction amount. 

※NOTE 2 If the amount is more than 1000 yen, then they will omit the amount of 100 yen. 

Confiscation・・・ 

We send you a remind notice and demanding to pay the unpaid taxes, except the person who has a 

special reason based on the law of local or national tax that there will be a confiscation will be done. 

         

Example for those who have unpaid taxes 

Salary 

If you are unpaid for the taxes, there will be 

an investigation about your salary in your 

company, then the decided amt .based at the 

law will be confiscated until the unpaid 

taxes is not yet paid in full. 

 

Savings 

There will be an investigation in financial institution 

about your savings, and then they will confiscate your 

savings for paying the unpaid taxes. 

 

 

 

Car / Motorcycle 

For car, motorcycle they will「lock the wheel」 

so, that you cannot use, then will sell in 

auction using the internet. 

 

Properties 

In case for those who have a properties they will also 

send a notice to the owner to sell it using the internet. 
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